Appendix D
Unit Target Vocabulary
Unit 1
Nouns: adult, ancestor, apartment, audience, aunt, baby, bank teller, barber, baseball, bathroom
(restroom, boys room, girls room, lavatory), beach, bedroom, bicycle, birthday, board, book, boy,
brother, bus driver, cafeteria (lunchroom), carpenter, cashier, cat, CD, CD player, chair, check,
chemist, child, city, clock, coach, computer, country, cousin, credit card, culture, custodian, custom,
daughter, desk, dime, dining room, doctor, dog, dollar bill, door, DVD, DVD player, electrician, email, eraser, family, father, fish, flag, flower, friend, game, gardener, girl, grandfather, grandmother,
house, immigrant, Internet, job, keyboard, kitchen, librarian (media specialist), library (media center),
lifeguard, living room, mail carrier, man, mechanic, money, monitor, mother, mouse, movie,
museum, neighborhood, newspaper, nickel, numbers 1-100, nurse, paper, party, pen, pencil, penny,
pilot, play, plumber, principal, quarter, radio, restaurant, room (classroom), ruler, sales person,
school, scissors, secretary, shop, sister, son, sport, student, table, teacher, television, tradition, uncle,
waiter, wastebasket (garbage can, trash can), window, woman, zoo

Verbs: to apologize, to arrive, to ask, to beat, to bring, to build, to buy, to call, to cash, to
celebrate, to change, to clean, to close, to come, to contribute, to cook, to cut, to deliver, to die, to
do, to drive, to eat, to enjoy, to experience, to fall asleep, to feed, to feel, to film, to find, to fix, to fly,
to get together, to give, to go, to grin, to help, to hold, to hope, to hug, to hurt, to install, to joke, to
jump, to keep, to know, to laugh, to learn, to leave, to like, to listen, to live, to log on, to look, to
love, to make, to match, to measure, to meet, to name, to open, to pack, to pay, to plant, to play, to
point, to pursue, to put, to raise, to read, to remember, to ride, to say, to scream, to see, to serve, to
shout, to show, to sit, to smile, to soar, to spill, to start, to stay, to stop, to support, to take, to talk, to
teach, to tell, to think, to try, to visit, to wait, to walk, to want, to watch, to wear, to work, to write

Adjectives: American, beautiful, big, blue, brown, calm, cheap, clear, cold, confused, different,
expensive, famous, favorite, few, first, funny, furry, great, happy, healthy, hot, last, little, many,
national, nervous, new, nice, old, older, private, public, quick, rainy, red, right, sad, same, serious,
short, slow, special, tall, terrible, ugly, warm, white, windy, wrong, young

Articles: a, an, the
Prepositions: across, around, down, for, in, in back of, in front of, next to, off, on, on top of,
out, under, up

Pronouns: he, I, it, she, they, we, you
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Unit 2
Nouns: animal, April, architecture, art, artist, August, bathing suit, bear, black, blue, brown,
buffalo, calendar, camel, circle, climate, cloud, coat, color, day, December, deer, desert, diamond,
dolphin, dot, eagle, elephant, fall, February, flood, forecast, forest, Friday, giraffe, glove, gorilla,
grasslands, green, habitat, hat, heat, hippopotamus, hurricane, jacket, January, July, June, kangaroo,
leopard, line, lion, lizard, March, May, mitten, Monday, monkey, month, moose, November, ocean,
October, orange, oval, paint, painter, penguin, picture, pink, polar bear, porcupine, purple, rain,
rainbow, raincoat, rainfall, rain forest, rectangle, red, Saturday, savannah, seal, season, September,
shark, snake, snow, spring, square, star, storm, summer, Sunday, sweater, temperature, thermometer,
Thursday, tiger, today, tomorrow, triangle, Tuesday, umbrella, weather, Wednesday, whale, white,
wind, winter, wolf, year, yellow, yesterday, zebra

Verbs: modals (can, may), to admire, to approach, to be (am, are, is), to begin, to be known for, to
blow, to care, to cause, to check into, to choose, to come from, to complete, to contact, to damage,
to decide, to describe, to figure out, to fold, to gather, to get away from, to get up, to greet, to grow,
to have, to hike, to hit, to imagine, to lay, to make fun of, to make over, to miss, to move, to need, to
predict, to prefer, to prepare, to protect, to provide, to range, to reintroduce, to remind, to rest, to
rethink, to scatter, to set up, to shoot, to ski, to skip, to stir, to strike, to surf, to swim, to thaw, to
turn around, to unload, to weigh, to whirl, to wish

Adjectives: adventurous, African, ancient, Asian, blazing, blowing, bored, clean, cloudy, cool,
cooling, delicious, delightful, dry, early, eastern, European, exciting, experienced, final, fleecy, fluffy,
following, freezing, friendly, frozen, gray, heavy, humid, kind, late, light, local, Mexican, modern,
more, mysterious, next, northern, other, perfect, pleasant, pretty, quiet, safe, satisfied, scared, shady,
shrill, shy, snowy, some, sore, spectacled, spectacular, strong, sunny, talented, thick, true, various, wet

Conjunctions: and, but, or
Idioms: to be blue, to be tickled pink, to give the green light, to have butterflies in the stomach, to
paint the town red, to show true colors, to turn white as a ghost

Pronouns: her, his, its, my, our, their, your
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Unit 3
Nouns: advice, airline, airplane, ankle, apple, apron, arm, bacteria, baggage, baker, banana,
bathtub, bed, body, bowl, bread, breakfast, bridge, broom, brush, bucket, cake, camper, capital,
carrot, celery, cereal, cheese, closet, clothesline, clothespin, coffee, coffee maker, comb, cook, cookie,
courage, cracker, cup and saucer, cupcake, dentist, dessert, diary, dinner, disease, dish, doughnut,
dozen, drill, dustpan, ear, elbow, examination, exercise, experience, eye, fan, finger, flight, foot,
forehead, fork, frying pan, glass, grape, grapefruit, hair, ham, hamburger, hammer, hand, head, hip,
hotel, identification, immunization, ingredient, iron, ironing board, jaw, jet, journey, juice, knee, knife,
ladder, lamp, law, leg, lemon, lettuce, lip, lunch, machine, meat, microwave, mile, milk, mop, muscle,
napkin, neck, nerve, nose, orange, organ, oven, pan, pancake, passenger, pharmacist, pie, pineapple,
plate, pot, potato, refrigerator, road, route, salad, sandwich, shoulder, sink, skin, soap, soda, soup,
spinach, spoon, stomach, stove, strawberry, thumb, toast, tomato, tongue, tool, tooth, toothbrush,
toothpaste, train, transportation, vacuum cleaner, velocity, war, washing machine, water, weight, x-ray

Verbs: to achieve, to add, to agree, to announce, to answer, to argue, to arrest, to bake, to
barbeque, to believe, to bite, to blame, to bury, to check, to cheer, to clear, to collapse, to
concentrate, to crinkle, to cross, to drop, to dry, to examine, to explain, to fall, to finish, to focus, to
follow, to force, to forget, to handle, to hang, to hang up, to hate, to hear, to hide, to hire, to insist, to
kill, to load, to lose, to make sure, to operate, to order, to overpower, to own, to pass, to pick up, to
press, to progress, to publish, to pull, to push, to reach, to rent, to restart, to result, to reveal, to
satisfy, to season, to seem, to set, to sigh, to slice, to stick out, to stop by, to sweep, to test, to
translate, to travel, to turn, to use, to view, to wash, to worry, to yell
Adjectives: awful, bad, best, better, blond, chocolate, comfortable, daily, dirty, discouraged,
excited, exhausted, fat, flat, fourth, fresh, fried, frosted, helpful, high, homemade, huge, hungry, ill,
lazy, loose, physical, proud, second, secret, shiny, sick, silver, slender, sour, sparkling, spicy, starving,
sugary, sweet, thin, third, thirsty, tired, unhappy, upcoming, whole, wonderful

Adverbs: carefully, daily, heavily, quickly, very
Idioms: cat got your tongue, don’t jump down my throat, get in shape, get off my back, go for it,
just do it, my eyes were bigger than my stomach, over my head, pulling my leg, straight from the
horse’s mouth, sweet tooth, washing my hands of it

Prepositions: above, after, before, behind, below, beside, between, into, on/to the left/right,
over, through

Pronouns: her, him, me, them, us
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Unit 4
Nouns: acre, advantage, agriculture, ambulance, archipelago, artifact, atmosphere, autobiography,
barn, bird, boundary, building, bush, butter, calf, canal, car, chicken, citizen, civilization, colony,
community, constitution, continent, cow, crop, crowd, curve, disadvantage, drought, earth,
earthquake, east, economy, egg, elevation, environment, erosion, farm, farmer, fire engine, freedom,
fungus, geography, glacier, globe, goat, goose, government, graph, helicopter, hemisphere, hen, hill,
history, horse, hot dog, ice, independence, insect, irrigation, island, lake, lamb, liberty, map,
motorcycle, mountain, north, nutrient, parasite, patience, peninsula, pig, pioneer, planet, plant, police
officer, pollution, population, president, railroad, region, representative, resource, river, rooster, sea,
sidewalk, sky, smog, soil, soldier, solution, south, speech, street, suit, swamp, symbol, tax, trash
collector, treaty, tree, turkey, vegetation, vehicle, volcano, west

Verbs: to accept, to affect, to analyze, to apply, to attack, to become, to bloom, to board, to
brainstorm, to capture, to carry, to caution, to chime in, to chip, to collect, to continue, to deal with,
to destroy, to develop, to dig, to discuss, to drain, to dress up, to dump, to elect, to eliminate, to
expect, to explore, to expose, to express, to face, to fight, to flow, to freeze, to get ready, to give up,
to grab, to harvest, to identify, to infect, to influence, to interact, to invite, to lead, to locate, to major
in, to march, to melt, to milk, to occupy, to overwhelm, to pick, to protest, to remain, to require, to
rise, to scoop, to sell, to separate, to settle, to shake, to share, to shine, to sign, to solve, to speed, to
spend, to sponsor, to spread, to suffer, to surprise, to surrender, to surround, to take away, to tax, to
throw, to trade, to vote, to wake, to wonder

Adjectives: central, environmental, excellent, global, important, interesting, mountainous
Adverbs: again, almost, always, bravely, closely, deeply, heroically, honestly, never, often,
peacefully, slowly, sometimes, thankfully, tragically, unfortunately
Conjunctions: because, however
Idioms: don’t be a chicken, jump at the chance, pig out, pity party, rise and shine, straight from
the horse’s mouth, work like a dog
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